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	Raspberry Pi Home Automation with Arduino, 9781849695862 (1849695865), Packt Publishing, 2013

	Low-cost and high-performing, with a massively diverse range of uses and applications, the Raspberry Pi is set to revolutionize the way we think about computing and programming. By combining the Raspberry Pi with an Arduino board you'll be able to revolutionize the way you interact with your home and become part of a rapidly growing group of hobbyists and enthusiasts.


	This essential reference will guide you through a series of exciting projects that will allow you to automate your very own home. With easy-to-follow, step-by-step examples, diagrams, and explanations you will not only find it incredibly productive but also highly engaging and informative.


	Assuming no prior knowledge, our detailed practical examples will guide you through building hardware and software solutions using the Raspberry Pi and Arduino. You will learn how you can use thermistors and relays to keep cool and stay in the shade whilst also utilizing electrical motors and photoresistors. These meticulously designed tutorials will form the basis of automating your entire home and getting you started with dozens of potential projects.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Install an operating system for your Raspberry Pi.
	
		Set up the Raspberry Pi and Arduino bridge shield.
	
		Learn how to work with electronic components to build small circuits.
	
		Develop applications that interact with your circuits.
	
		Use thermistors and photoresistors to monitor and control your surroundings.
	
		Control your own mains power with a relay shield and even connect a motor to your Raspberry Pi.



	Approach


	"Raspberry Pi Home Automation with Arduino" is an easy-to-follow yet comprehensive guide for automating your home using the revolutionary ARM GNU/Linux board.


	Who this book is written for


	Even if you have no prior experience with the Raspberry Pi or home automation you can pick up this book and develop these amazing projects. Full of detailed step-by-step instructions, diagrams, and images this essential guide allows you to revolutionize the way you interact with your home. If you don't know where to start, then this is the perfect book for you.
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The Facts on File Geometry Handbook (The Facts on File Science Handbooks)Facts on File, 2003
Geometry is the study of shape, form, and space, and is of interest for its own sake as well as for its many applications in the sciences and the arts. Geometry is an integral part of mathematics, drawing upon all other areas in its development, and in turn contributing to the development of other parts of mathematics.

The roots of...

		

Software Engineering: A Practitioner's ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	When computer software succeeds—when it meets the needs of the people who use
	it, when it performs flawlessly over a long period of time, when it is easy to modify
	and even easier to use—it can and does change things for the better. But when software
	fails—when its users are dissatisfied, when it is error prone, when...


		

SharePoint 2010 at Work: Tricks, Traps, and Bold OpinionsO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Most people have heard the timeless parable of the six blind men trying to describe an elephant.
	
		Each man touches the elephant and, based upon the part of the body he touches, proceeds to
	
		give a definitive description of “an elephant.” None of the descriptions are correct, and yet they
	
		are all correct....





	

Functional Programming for Java Developers: Tools for Better Concurrency, Abstraction, and AgilityO'Reilly, 2011

	Why should a Java developer learn about functional programming (FP)? After all, hasn’t
	functional programming been safely hidden in academia for decades? Isn’t objectoriented
	programming (OOP) all we really need? This book explains why functional
	programming has become an important tool for the challenges of our time and how...


		

Introduction to GPS: The Global Positioning SystemArtech House Publishers, 2002
If you're looking for an up-to-date, easy-to-understand treatment of the GPS (Global Positioning System), this one-of-a-kind resource offers you the knowledge you need for your work, without bogging you down with advanced mathematics. It addresses all aspects of the GPS, emphasizes GPS applications, examines the GPS signal structure, and covers the...

		

Play to Your Strengths: Managing Your Internal Labor Markets for Lasting Competitive AdvantageMcGraw-Hill, 2003
All leaders know people are critical to the success of organizations.  Executives just don’t act that way sometimes. Why? Because they lack the facts.  Too often they don’t know which workforce practices create the greatest value or  which attributes of a workforce are critical to business strategy.

Absent these facts,...
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